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Selected Topics

! Indicator species

! Ecosystem diversity as a surrogate for species
diversity

! Improved ways to represent ecosystem diversity
for meaningful Desired Conditions

! Predicting effects of climate change on
ecosystem and species diversity

! Reconnecting fragmented landscapes

!Monitoring to support adaptive management



Selected Topics

! Indicator species





Indicator Species?

!No species can explain more than 5% of the
variability of the bird community.

! Even select poolings of species fail to explain
more than 10% of the variability among species.

! Conclusion.  Indicator Species?



Selected Topics

! Ecosystem diversity as a
surrogate for species diversity



Ecosystem/Landscape Heterogeneity

Ecosystem Diversity
includes:
 
Vegetation cover type,
seral stage, stand
structure;

Landscape patterns,
disturbance regimes and
ranges of variability;

Wildlife habitat quality,
area and pattern; 

Aquatic ecosystem
condition and pattern; etc.



Ecosystem Diversity REDUX

Ecosystem diversity
conundrum –
specificity, sample
size, spatial scale

In practice some
Forests defined
Desired Conditions
in terms of the Area
of coarse vegetation
cover types. 



Extent of Habitats = 
Species Viability????





Take-home message

< Habitat explains less than half of species
abundance – therefore it is not a surrogate for
viability.

< Mapped cover types are inconsistent surrogates for
habitat – therefore we should monitor, map and
model environmental variation at a higher
resolution.

< Species-habitat relationships change
fundamentally with disturbances – therefore
habitat relationships models may not accurately
predict future effects.



Do vegetation cover type maps predict
the occurrence and dominance of forest trees?
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Take-home message

< Classified cover type maps are surprisingly poor
predictors of forest vegetation.

< 80% variability in tree species importance among
plots was not explained even by a combination of
three maps.

< Any of the three maps by itself would explain less
than 12% of the variability in tree species.

< Are these maps therefore useful indicators of
Ecosystem Diversity?  If so, what and why?



Meaningful Desired Conditions?

! To be useful desired conditions statements
should be
<Detailed 
< Specific
<Quantitative
< Appropriately scaled

! Research shows that detailed composition and
structure of vegetation and seral stages and its
pattern across the landscape has strong
relationships to biodiverstiy.

! Area of coarsely defined cover and seral classes
does not.



Selected Topics

! Improved ways to represent
ecosystem diversity for
meaningful Desired
Conditions



Given climate change how can we
robustly assess ecological conditions?

A Present Day Plant Community



Climate changes; Community disassembles



A Future Community; no modern analog



! Climate-resilient Ecosystem Diversity

! From communities to species

! From patches to pixels 



Selected Topics

! Predicting effects of climate
change on ecosystem and
species diversity



Bears, berries and climate change.
Cushman and Holden, in prep.



Selected Topics

! Reconnecting fragmented
landscapes

















Selected Topics

! Monitoring to support
adaptive management



Unknown Current Conditions and
Unknown Trend?

! If Desired Conditions are specified in detail
with quantitative benchmarks at appropriate
scales:

!How do we assess current conditions and assess
trend over time.

! Assessing current condition and trend relative
to desired conditions is the foundation of
adaptive management.





! A Technical Guide for Monitoring Wildlife
Habitat 

Chapter 5.  Using Habitat Models for Habitat Mapping and
Monitoring.  

Cushman, Mersman, Moisen, McKelvey, Vojta 

Chapter 6:  Protocols for Landscape Analysis. 

Cushman, McGarigal, McKelvey, Regan, Vojta



Essential Characteristics of Monitoring

! Representative data

! Recent data

! Large samples

! Appropriate spatial scale

! Standardized protocols

! Statistical power

! High precision

! Resources themselves or strong proxies

! Long term

! Cost effective



Adaptive

Implementation
Projects / Targets

Effectiveness
Management Goals

Validation
Test Hypotheses

The Three Pillars of Monitoring

Management

! Monitoring is foundation of adaptive management

! “This final Rule prioritizes Agency resources to
monitoring” 2005

! Adaptive management requires timely, representative,
precise monitoring


